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new york times bestselling author gena showalter captivates with a dark tantalizing world of humans otherworlders and a powerful air agent consumed by his desire for a woman he can never have with one caress he can give unforgettable pleasure or unending pain hector dean is shaved tattooed and totally ripped and he has a deadly secret he is a walking weapon capable of killing with a single brush of his fingertips little wonder he's determined to remain on his own but noelle tremain is a temptation like no other she is beautiful and rich with a party girl smile that hides a shocking vulnerability and from the beginning his sizzling attraction to her is undeniable for the first time his stone cold resistance is tested but to be with her he risks destroying her when a wealthy businessman is murdered in new chicago's seediest district the two are partnered and there's no escaping what they both want each other yet neither hector nor noelle knows what to fear more the killer case or their own lethal desires this landmark volume in the teachings of the buddha series translates the suettanipata a text that matches the dhammapada in its concise power and its centrality to the buddhist tradition celebrated translator bhikkhu bodhi illuminates this text and its classical commentaries with elegant renderings and authoritative annotations the suettanipata or group of discourses is a collection of discourses ascribed to the buddha that includes some of the most popular suttas of the pali canon among them the discourse on loving kindness sutta the suttas are primarily in verse though several are in mixed prose and verse the suettanipata contains discourses that extol the figure of the muni the illumined sage who wanders homeless completely detached from the world other suttas such as the discourse on downfall and the discourse on blessings establish the foundations of buddhist lay ethics the last two chapters the athakavagga chapter of octads and the parayanavagga the way to the beyond are considered to be among the most ancient parts of the pali canon the athakavagga advocates a critical attitude toward views and doctrines the parayanavagga is a beautiful poem in which sixteen spiritual seekers travel across india to meet the buddha and ask him profound questions pertaining to the highest goal the commentary the paramatthajotika relates the background story to each sutta
and explains each verse in detail the volume includes numerous excerpts from the niddesa an ancient commentary already included in the pali canon which offers detailed expositions of each verse in the athakavagga the parayanavagga and the rhinoceros horn sutta translator bhikkhu bodhi provides an insightful in depth introduction a guide to the individual suttas extensive notes a list of parallels to the discourses of the suttanipata and a list of the numerical sets mentioned in the commentaries in creating this anthology we attempt to showcase a wide range authors from different backgrounds and their various approaches to using the supernatural and paranormal in their writing ranging from the gothic tradition with elizabeth gaskell to the modernist era of disillusionment of h p lovecraft contents the old nurse s story elizabeth gaskell the haunted palace edgar allan poe the legend of sleepy hollow washington irving the laughing ghost p ou song lin the devils of the ocean p ou song lin the monkey s paw w w jacobs the rabbi s bogey man gertrude landa the haunted orchard richard le gallienne an egyptian cigarette kate chopin the tarn of sacrifice algernon blackwood dagon h p lovecraft in addition to offering a comprehensive understanding of the art of tongue diagnosis this book includes ancient and modern healing practices based on healing tastes herbal therapies and dietary protocols the knowledge contained in this book is invaluable for supporting oneself and others on the journey to wholeness gorgeously photographed and beautifully written it will inspire one to create bitter plant potions to benefit health and vitality brigitte mars author of the country almanac of home remedies used since the middle ages bitters are made by combining various plant botanicals and or spices with 100 proof alcohol and letting them sit until the bitter and medicinal qualities have been extracted just a small amount of the resulting liquid can then be used to stimulate the digestive system and promote healthy digestion this is why apertifs and digestifs are so popular both then and now diy bitters is a how to guide that explores the history and health benefits of bitters and shows you how to make your own bitters at home to be used alone or in cocktails tonics and even main meals herbalists jovial king and guido masé owners of the bitters company urban moonshine teach you how to make recipes for classic bitters like orange and angostura or explore more innovative bitters like elderflower echinacea honey and chocolate love tonic you can even find a guide for creating your own unique flavors from the plants and ingredients you have on hand whether enjoyed as an apertif digestif or as a remedy to settle an upset stomach bitters are back whether you are new to the idea of imbibing bitters daily for its many benefits or a longtime fan diy bitters will take you to a new level of appreciation jovial and guido s book is by far the best book on the joys of bitters for digestive and immune health and so
much more christopher hobbs phd author of christopher hobbs s medicinal mushrooms an emperor s concubine and a courageous gladiator succumb to forbidden passion in a historical romance from the author of captive of desire when the virile young nero first spots the exquisite acte illegitimate daughter of emperor claudius and a royal household slave he knows he must have her but even as acte finds her deepest desires awakened by the magnificent nero she fears his sadistic nature though she has been fated to serve as nero s carnal playmate when he becomes emperor of rome acte finds the true love she dreams of in sergio a handsome gladiator but in a loveless world where lust and power rule side by side her secret obsession with sergio might cost acte her heart and both of their lives one of the finest and most gifted writers a master storyteller romantic times the gold rush sparks a fiery passion in this smoldering historical western romance from the bestselling author of tender betrayal at seventeen strong willed harmony jones has made it to cripple creek all by herself now all she needs to reach her inherited claim is a guide and the only one she can find is the devastatingly handsome buck hanner the challenge and dangers of searching for gold in the rugged rocky mountains force buck and harmony to recognize the strength and bravery each possesses and the love they discover leads them to a much greater treasure power passion tragedy and triumph are roseanne bittner s hallmarks again and again she brings readers to tears rt book reviews john clare politics and poetry challenges the traditional portrait of poor john clare the helpless victim of personal and professional circumstance clare s career has been presented as a disaster of editorial heavy handedness condescension a poor market and conservative patronage yet clare was not a passive victim this study explores the sources of the poor clare tradition and recovers clare s agency revealing a writer fully engaged in his own professional life and in the social and political questions of the day after the death of her father lonely planet writer virginia jealous travels across the world to document the life of his obsession the scandalous 20th century poet laurence hope in a unique blend of memoir and travelogue john jealous was sixty and poet laurence hope had already been dead for eighty years when he became incomprehensibly obsessed with her after his death his daughter virginia finds herself drawn into the extraordinary life and work of laurence hope aka violet nicolson who killed herself in madras in 1904 laurence hope s poetry with its sexually adventurous themes thrilled and scandalised the empire in india and beyond in the first years of the twentieth century she was the most famous poet in the world by world war ii she was forgotten following in the footsteps of her father virginia travels across australia india england spain and china tracking laurence hope s life and finding answers to and further mysteries in her father s unfinished
business a unique blend of poetry memoir and travelogue rapture s roadway untangles truth and lies and where that s not possible celebrates the enigma of not knowing she learned of love in a time of war when patriotic kirsten van atta found a continental soldier lying wounded in the woodland path near her new jersey colony home she knew she must do what she could for the revolutionary cause and nurse him back to health it was a risky undertaking there were british soldiers in residence at the local tavern but the greatest threat came from the soldier himself his broad shouldered strength and russet brown eyes made her long to embark on desire s rapturous course though she knew little about richard maddox except that he would soon leave her he risked his life for a dangerous passion richard maddox owed his life to the blond blue eyed ministering angel who d found him when he was near death but could he trust her when spies were everywhere and his mission was so important and what would she think if she saw him in his tory uniform the dangers were many but in the midst of the horror of war he could not deny himself the chance to sample the pleasures that kirsten s lush flesh and tender touch promised 110 000 words from the early years of the common era to 1700 indian intellectuals explored with unparalleled subtlety the place of emotion in art their investigations led to the deconstruction of art s formal structures and broader inquiries into the pleasure of tragic tales rasa or taste was the word they chose to describe art s aesthetics and their passionate effort to pin down these phenomena became its own remarkable act of creation this book is the first in any language to follow the evolution of rasa from its origins in dramaturgical thought a concept for the stage to its flourishing in literary thought a concept for the page a rasa reader incorporates primary texts by every significant thinker on classical indian aesthetics many never translated before the arrangement of the selections captures the intellectual dynamism that has powered this debate for centuries headnotes explain the meaning and significance of each text a comprehensive introduction summarizes major threads in intellectual historical terms and critical endnotes and an extensive bibliography add further depth to the selections the sanskrit theory of emotion in art is one of the most sophisticated in the ancient world a precursor of the work being done today by critics and philosophers of aesthetics a rasa reader s conceptual detail historical precision and clarity will appeal to any scholar interested in a full portrait of global intellectual development a rasa reader is the inaugural book in the historical sourcebooks in classical indian thought series edited by sheldon pollock these text based books guide readers through the most important forms of classical indian thought from epistemology rhetoric and hermeneutics to astral science yoga and medicine each volume provides fresh
translations of key works headnotes to contextualize selections a comprehensive analysis of major lines of development within the discipline and exegetical and text critical endnotes as well as a bibliography designed for comparativists and interested general readers historical sourcebooks is also a great resource for advanced scholars seeking authoritative commentary on challenging works in this remarkable second collection seán hewitt describes a journey haunted by love loss and estrangement from one of the sunday times 30 under 30 in ireland an exquisitely calm and insightful lyric poet max porter author of shy as the mind wanders and becomes spectral these poems forge their own unique path through the landscape the road hewitt takes us on is a sleepwalk into the nightwoods a dream state where nature is by turns regenerated and broken and where the split self of the speaker is interrupted by a series of ghosts memories and encounters following the reciprocal relationship between queer sexuality and the natural world that he explored in tongues of fire the poet conjures us here into a trance a deep delirium of hypnotic hectic rapture where everything is called into question until a union is finally achieved a union in nature with nature a threnody for what is lost a dance of apocalypse and rebirth rapture s road draws us through what is hidden secret often forbidden to a state of ecstasy it leads into the humid night through lethal love and grief and glimpses at the end of the journey a place of tenderness and reawakening this book contains sixteen numbers of the renowned wheel publication series dealing with various aspects of the buddha s teaching wheel publication 345 maha kassapa hellmuth hecker 346 48 buddhist perspectives on the ecocrisis klas sandell 349 50 inspiration from enlightened nuns susan elbaum jootla 351 53 the jhanas henepola gunaratana mahathera 354 56 buddhist stories eugene watson burlingame 357 59 a taste of freedom ajahn chah 360 61 matrceta s hymn to the buddha s dhammika the testimony of jesus is the spirit of prophecy rev 19 10 and a prophetic perspective promotes purpose yet in a world swiftly growing callous true purpose and meaning are fading many of jesus disciples today have lost their first love which is jesus himself rev 2 4 and too many souls overall miss the wonder inspiration and comfort gained by those who would endeavor toward fuller comprehension of the book of revelation blessed are they who read and those who hear the words of this prophecy and keep those things which are written in it for the time is near rev 1 3 neglect of the holy spirit slothfulness fear and the ongoing confusion generated by competing interpretations and bad theology are the primary obstacles between an individual and the liberation to be had by reading the last book of the bible we must not forget that while the apostle john wrote the book of revelation its author is jesus christ and he is not an author of
confusion but of peace 1 cor 14 33 this commentary presents a practical discipleship based perspective toward following jesus into the very heart of his revelation so as the end of this clamorous age approaches may we truly hear what the spirit is saying to the churches fidelity discourse and the pacification of tyrants and indians doña mariana osorio de narváez music lovers researchers students librarians and teachers can trace the personal and artistic influences behind music makers from elton john to leontyne price individual entries on over 400 of the world s most renowned and accomplished living performers composers conductors and band leaders in musical genres from opera to hip hop also includes an in depth index covering musicians of all eras so that readers can learn which artists alive or dead influenced the work of today s most important figures in the music industry the works of mary wollstonecraft 1759 1797 ranged from the early thoughts on the education of daughters to the female reader a selection of texts for girls and included two novels but her reputation is founded on a vindication of the rights of woman of 1792 this treatise is the first great document of feminism and is now accepted as a core text in western tradition it is not widely known that the germ of wollstonecraft s great work came out of an earlier and much shorter vindication a vindication of the rights of men 1790 written in the context of the issues raised by the french revolution this edition which follows the model of other broadview editions in including a range of materials that help the reader to see the work in the context of its era out of which it emerged is arranged chronologically opening with wollstonecraft s other vindication it also includes a wide range of other documents in appendices as well as a comprehensive and authoritative introduction chronology and full index the founding of the united states after the american revolution was so deliberate and monumental in scope that the key actors considered this new government to be a work of art framed from natural rights recognizing the artificial nature of the state these early politicians believed the culture of a people should inform the development of their governing rules and bodies the author explores these central ideas in this account of the origins and meanings of the u s constitution he reveals the cultural histories upon which the document rests highlights the voices of ordinary people and considers how the artifice of the state was challenged in its effort to sustain inalienable natural rights alongside slavery and to achieve political secularization at a moment of growing religious expression when i was born again there was a book that helped me learn about christianity decades later this book is written in a similar format with the hope that it will help someone else this account roots in the notion of a christian the fundamental concepts of god jesus and sin make the trunk branching outward this tree of knowledge fills out with
perspective on christian topics i invite all who want an honest discussion and perhaps a different perspective to read this book studie over de engelse dichter 1688 1744 this volume brings together the major political writings of mary wollstonecraft in the order in which they appeared in the revolutionary 1790s it traces her passionate and indignant response to the excitement of the early days of the french revolution and then her uneasiness at its later bloody phase it reveals her developing understanding of women s involvement in the political and social life of the nation and her growing awareness of the relationship between politics and economics and between political institutions and the individual in personal terms the works show her struggling with a belief in the perfectibility of human nature through rational education a doctrine that became weaker under the onslaught of her own miserable experience and the revolutionary massacres janet todd s introduction illuminates the progress of wollstonecraft s thought showing that a reading of all three works allows her to emerge as a more substantial political writer than a study of the rights of woman alone can reveal about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further study and much more jessica st claire makes her debut with this fast paced historical romance of a well bred heiress who is abandoned in the wild western terrain and of a handsome rugged frontiersman who saves her life and loses his heart.

Dark Taste of Rapture 2011-08-23 new york times bestselling author gena showalter captivates with a dark tantalizing world of humans otherworlders and a powerful air agent consumed by his desire for a woman he can never have with one caress he can give unforgettable pleasure or unending pain hector dean is shaved tattooed and totally ripped and he has a deadly secret he is a walking weapon capable of killing with a single brush of his fingertips little wonder he s determined to remain on his own but noelle tremain is a temptation like no other she is beautiful and rich with a party girl smile that hides a shocking vulnerability and from the beginning his sizzling attraction to her is undeniable for the first time his stone cold resistance is tested but to be with her he risks destroying her when a wealthy businessman is murdered in new chicago s seediest district the two are partnered and there s no escaping what they both want each other yet neither hector nor noelle knows what to fear more the killer case or their own lethal desires.

The Suttanipata 2017-09-26 this landmark volume in the teachings of the
buddha series translates the suttanipata a text that matches the
dhammapada in its concise power and its centrality to the buddhist tradition
celebrated translator bhikkhu bodhi illuminates this text and its classical
commentaries with elegant renderings and authoritative annotations the
suttanipata or group of discourses is a collection of discourses ascribed to the
buddha that includes some of the most popular suttas of the pali canon
among them the discourse on loving kindness sutta the suttas are primarily in
verse though several are in mixed prose and verse the suttanipata contains
discourses that extol the figure of the muni the illumined sage who wanders
homeless completely detached from the world other suttas such as the
discourse on downfall and the discourse on blessings establish the foundations
of buddhist lay ethics the last two chapters the athakavagga chapter of
octads and the parayanavagga the way to the beyond are considered to be
among the most ancient parts of the pali canon the athakavagga advocates a
critical attitude toward views and doctrines the parayanavagga is a beautiful
poem in which sixteen spiritual seekers travel across india to meet the buddha
and ask him profound questions pertaining to the highest goal the
commentary the paramatthajotika relates the background story to each sutta
and explains each verse in detail the volume includes numerous excerpts from
the niddesa an ancient commentary already included in the pali canon which
offers detailed expositions of each verse in the athakavagga the
parayanavagga and the rhinoceros horn sutta translator bhikkhu bodhi
provides an insightful in depth introduction a guide to the individual suttas
extensive notes a list of parallels to the discourses of the suttanipata and a list
of the numerical sets mentioned in the commentaries

**Unexplained Circumstance: An anthology of Supernatural literature**
2016-10-26 in creating this anthology we attempt to showcase a wide range
authors from different backgrounds and their various approaches to using the
supernatural and paranormal in their writing ranging from the gothic tradition
with elizabeth gaskell to the modernist era of disillusionment of h p lovecraft
contents the old nurse s story elizabeth gaskell the haunted palace edgar
allan poe the legend of sleepy hollow washington irving the laughing ghost p
ou song lin the devils of the ocean p ou song lin the monkey s paw w w jacobs
the rabbi s bogey man gertrude landa the haunted orchard richard le gallienne
an egyptian cigarette kate chopin the tarn of sacrifice algernon blackwood
dagon h p lovecraft

**Ayurvedic Tongue Diagnosis** 2006 in addition to offering a comprehensive
understanding of the art of tongue diagnosis this book includes ancient and
modern healing practices based on healing tastes herbal therapies and dietary
protocols the knowledge contained in this book is invaluable for supporting
oneself and others on the journey to wholeness

**DIY Bitters: Reviving the Forgotten Flavor** 2016-05-01 gorgeously photographed and beautifully written it will inspire one to create bitter plant potions to benefit health and vitality. Brigitte Mars, author of the Country Almanac of Home Remedies used since the Middle Ages, bitters are made by combining various plant botanicals and or spices with 100 proof alcohol and letting them sit until the bitter and medicinal qualities have been extracted. Just a small amount of the resulting liquid can then be used to stimulate the digestive system and promote healthy digestion. This is why apertifs and digestifs are so popular both then and now. DIY Bitters is a how-to guide that explores the history and health benefits of bitters and shows you how to make your own bitters at home to be used alone or in cocktails, tonics, and even main meals. Herbalists Jovial King and Guido Masé, owners of the Bitters Company Urban Moonshine, teach you how to make recipes for classic bitters like orange and angostura or explore more innovative bitters like elderflower, echinacea, honey, and chocolate. Love tonic, you can even find a guide for creating your own unique flavors from the plants and ingredients you have on hand whether enjoyed as an apertif, digestif, or as a remedy to settle an upset stomach. Bitters are back whether you are new to the idea of imbibing bitters daily for its many benefits or a longtime fan. DIY Bitters will take you to a new level of appreciation. Jovial and Guido’s book is by far the best book on the joys of bitters for digestive and immune health and so much more. Christopher Hobbs, PhD, author of Christopher Hobbs’ Medicinal Mushrooms.

**Rapture’s Slave** 2014-07-22 an emperor’s concubine and a courageous gladiator succumb to forbidden passion in a historical romance from the author of Captive of Desire. When the virile young Nero first spots the exquisite Acte, illegitimate daughter of Emperor Claudius and a royal household slave, he knows he must have her. But even as Acte finds her deepest desires awakened by the magnificent Nero, she fears his sadistic nature. Though she has been fated to serve as Nero’s carnal playmate when he becomes emperor of Rome, Acte finds the true love she dreams of in Sergio, a handsome gladiator but in a loveless world where lust and power rule side by side, her secret obsession with Sergio might cost Acte her heart and both of their lives. One of the finest and most gifted writers, a master storyteller, Romantic Times.

**Rapture’s Gold** 2016-02-02 the gold rush sparks a fiery passion in this smoldering historical western romance from the bestselling author of Tender Betrayal at Seventeen. Strong-willed Harmony Jones has made it to Cripple Creek all by herself. Now all she needs to reach her inherited claim is a guide and the only one she can find is the devastatingly handsome Buck Hanner. The challenge and dangers of searching for gold in the rugged Rocky Mountains...
force buck and harmony to recognize the strength and bravery each possesses and the love they discover leads them to a much greater treasure power passion tragedy and triumph are rosanne bittner s hallmarks again and again she brings readers to tears rt book reviews

Frankenstein 1887 john clare politics and poetry challenges the traditional portrait of poor john clare the helpless victim of personal and professional circumstance clare s career has been presented as a disaster of editorial heavy handedness condescension a poor market and conservative patronage yet clare was not a passive victim this study explores the sources of the poor clare tradition and recovers clare s agency revealing a writer fully engaged in his own professional life and in the social and political questions of the day John Clare, Politics and Poetry 2003-10-16 after the death of her father lonely planet writer virginia jealous travels across the world to document the life of his obsession the scandalous 20th century poet laurence hope in a unique blend of memoir and travelogue john jealous was sixty and poet laurence hope had already been dead for eighty years when he became incomprehensibly obsessed with her after his death his daughter virginia finds herself drawn into the extraordinary life and work of laurence hope aka violet nicolson who killed herself in madras in 1904 laurence hope s poetry with its sexually adventurous themes thrilled and scandalised the empire in india and beyond in the first years of the twentieth century she was the most famous poet in the world by world war ii she was forgotten following in the footsteps of her father virginia travels across australia india england spain and china tracking laurence hope s life and finding answers to and further mysteries in her father s unfinished business a unique blend of poetry memoir and travelogue rapture s roadway untangles truth and lies and where that s not possible celebrates the enigma of not knowing Rapture’s Roadway 2019-02-01 she learned of love in a time of war when patriotic kirsten van atta found a continental soldier lying wounded in the woodland path near her new jersey colony home she knew she must do what she could for the revolutionary cause and nurse him back to health it was a risky undertaking there were british soldiers in residence at the local tavern but the greatest threat came from the soldier himself his broad shouldered strength and russet brown eyes made her long to embark on desire s rapturous course though she knew little about richard maddox except that he would soon leave her he risked his life for a dangerous passion richard maddox owed his life to the blond blue eyed ministering angel who d found him when he was near death but could he trust her when spies were everywhere and his mission was so important and what would she think if she saw him in his tory uniform the dangers were many but in the midst of the
horror of war he could not deny himself the chance to sample the pleasures that kirsten s lush flesh and tender touch promised 110 000 words

Rapture's Betrayal 2014-01-02

from the early years of the common era to 1700 indian intellectuals explored with unparalleled subtlety the place of emotion in art their investigations led to the deconstruction of art s formal structures and broader inquiries into the pleasure of tragic tales rasa or taste was the word they chose to describe art s aesthetics and their passionate effort to pin down these phenomena became its own remarkable act of creation this book is the first in any language to follow the evolution of rasa from its origins in dramaturgical thought a concept for the stage to its flourishing in literary thought a concept for the page a rasa reader incorporates primary texts by every significant thinker on classical indian aesthetics many never translated before the arrangement of the selections captures the intellectual dynamism that has powered this debate for centuries headnotes explain the meaning and significance of each text a comprehensive introduction summarizes major threads in intellectual historical terms and critical endnotes and an extensive bibliography add further depth to the selections the sanskrit theory of emotion in art is one of the most sophisticated in the ancient world a precursor of the work being done today by critics and philosophers of aesthetics a rasa reader s conceptual detail historical precision and clarity will appeal to any scholar interested in a full portrait of global intellectual development a rasa reader is the inaugural book in the historical sourcebooks in classical indian thought series edited by sheldon pollock these text based books guide readers through the most important forms of classical indian thought from epistemology rhetoric and hermeneutics to astral science yoga and medicine each volume provides fresh translations of key works headnotes to contextualize selections a comprehensive analysis of major lines of development within the discipline and exegetical and text critical endnotes as well as a bibliography designed for comparativists and interested general readers historical sourcebooks is also a great resource for advanced scholars seeking authoritative commentary on challenging works

A Rasa Reader 2016-04-26

in this remarkable second collection seán hewitt describes a journey haunted by love loss and estrangement from one of the sunday times 30 under 30 in ireland an exquisitely calm and insightful lyric poet max porter author of shy as the mind wanders and becomes spectral these poems forge their own unique path through the landscape the road hewitt takes us on is a sleepwalk into the nightwoods a dream state where nature is by turns regenerated and broken and where the split self of the speaker is interrupted by a series of ghosts memories and encounters
following the reciprocal relationship between queer sexuality and the natural world that he explored in tongues of fire the poet conjures us here into a trance a deep delirium of hypnotic hectic rapture where everything is called into question until a union is finally achieved a union in nature with nature a threnody for what is lost a dance of apocalypse and rebirth rapture's road draws us through what is hidden secret often forbidden to a state of ecstasy it leads into the humid night through lethal love and grief and glimpses at the end of the journey a place of tenderness and reawakening

The Works of Robert Burns 1816 this book contains sixteen numbers of the renowned wheel publication series dealing with various aspects of the buddha's teaching wheel publication 345 maha kassapa hellmuth hecker 346 48 buddhist perspectives on the ecocrisis klas sandell 349 50 inspiration from enlightened nuns susan elbaum jootla 351 53 the jhanas henepola gunaratana mahathera 354 56 buddhist stories eugene watson burlingame 357 59 a taste of freedom ajahn chah 360 61 matrceta s hymn to the buddha s dhammika

Rapture's Road 2024-01-11 the testimony of jesus is the spirit of prophecy rev 19 10 and a prophetic perspective promotes purpose yet in a world swiftly growing callous true purpose and meaning are fading many of jesus disciples today have lost their first love which is jesus himself rev 2 4 and too many souls overall miss the wonder inspiration and comfort gained by those who would endeavor toward fuller comprehension of the book of revelation blessed are they who read and those who hear the words of this prophecy and keep those things which are written in it for the time is near rev 1 3 neglect of the holy spirit slothfulness fear and the ongoing confusion generated by competing interpretations and bad theology are the primary obstacles between an individual and the liberation to be had by reading the last book of the bible we must not forget that while the apostle john wrote the book of revelation its author is jesus christ and he is not an author of confusion but of peace 1 cor 14 33 this commentary presents a practical discipleship based perspective toward following jesus into the very heart of his revelation so as the end of this clamorous age approaches may we truly hear what the spirit is saying to the churches

Star-flowers 1886 fidelity discourse and the pacification of tyrants and indians doña mariana osorio de narváez

Book Of Letters 2 2013-01-01 music lovers researchers students librarians and teachers can trace the personal and artistic influences behind music makers from elton john to leontyne price individual entries on over 400 of the world's most renowned and accomplished living performers composers conductors and band leaders in musical genres from opera to hip hop also includes an in depth index covering musicians of all eras so that readers can
learn which artists alive or dead influenced the work of today’s most important figures in the music industry.

Collected Wheel Publications Volume XXIII 1806 the works of mary wollstonecraft 1759 1797 ranged from the early thoughts on the education of daughters to the female reader a selection of texts for girls and included two novels but her reputation is founded on a vindication of the rights of woman of 1792 this treatise is the first great document of feminism and is now accepted as a core text in western tradition it is not widely known that the germ of wollstonecraft’s great work came out of an earlier and much shorter vindication a vindication of the rights of men 1790 written in the context of the issues raised by the french revolution this edition which follows the model of other broadview editions in including a range of materials that help the reader to see the work in the context of its era out of which it emerged is arranged chronologically opening with wollstonecraft’s other vindication it also includes a wide range of other documents in appendices as well as a comprehensive and authoritative introduction chronology and full index

The Works of Robert Burns; with an Account of His Life, and a Criticism on His Writings. To which are Prefixed Some Observations on the Character and Condition of the Scottish Peasantry. [The Editorial Dedication Signed: J. Currie.] The Fifth Edition 2022-09-21 the founding of the united states after the american revolution was so deliberate and monumental in scope that the key actors considered this new government to be a work of art framed from natural rights recognizing the artificial nature of the state these early politicians believed the culture of a people should inform the development of their governing rules and bodies the author explores these central ideas in this account of the origins and meanings of the u s constitution he reveals the cultural histories upon which the document rests highlights the voices of ordinary people and considers how the artifice of the state was challenged in its effort to sustain inalienable natural rights alongside slavery and to achieve political secularization at a moment of growing religious expression

The Revelation of Jesus Christ 1984-05 when i was born again there was a book that helped me learn about christianity decades later this book is written in a similar format with the hope that it will help someone else this account roots in the notion of a christian the fundamental concepts of god jesus and sin make the trunk branching outward this tree of knowledge fills out with perspective on christian topics i invite all who want an honest discussion and perhaps a different perspective to read this book

Rapture's Embrace 1882 studie over de engelse dichter 1688 1744

“The” Athenaeum 1784 this volume brings together the major political
writings of mary wollstonecraft in the order in which they appeared in the revolutionary 1790s it traces her passionate and indignant response to the excitement of the early days of the french revolution and then her uneasiness at its later bloody phase it reveals her developing understanding of women s involvement in the political and social life of the nation and her growing awareness of the relationship between politics and economics and between political institutions and the individual in personal terms the works show her struggling with a belief in the perfectibility of human nature through rational education a doctrine that became weaker under the onslaught of her own miserable experience and the revolutionary massacres janet todd s introduction illuminates the progress of wollstonecraft s thought showing that a reading of all three works allows her to emerge as a more substantial political writer than a study of the rights of woman alone can reveal about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further study and much more
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